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This research ethics and philosophical psychology have been an analysis using the proposed elements of transactional psychoanalyses involving current clinical paradigms in solving a problematic duality circumscribed approach in the therapeutic relationship between doctor-patient acute drug addicts (PTA) on a selected group (due to the condition of “acute” explained in full, which justifies the small number of patients hospitalized find over 3 months), the psychiatrist spontaneous adopt a protective attitude-parental child expressed traded to position the patient based on clinical observation, approach existing in traditional Eastern-European culture and claims that valuable in these types of relationships and specifications imposed by Resident activity monitoring, built under the Convention of Bologna, where parent -> child is listed with 10 points for being compassionate and the empathic physician (parent) and 1 point attitude insensitive, moody (child) who do not appreciate patients’ perception of disease versus relational option cognitive-Western influence on where the therapeutic relationship is valid when rational-adult exchanges are predominant., at least (between levels of adult self -> adult).

Was obtained as the only factors circumscribed this paradigm with statistical significance that can influents confirmed the better the value, or can devalue against PTA relationship with your doctor are the education of the patient, ethnobotanical consumption (versus semi-synthetic) and protective attitude- parental advice.
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